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Abstract 
Multi-task parallel algorithm is applied to accelerate the program of DNA Sequence Reads Compressor (DSRC), which is 
specialized for compressing DNA sequencing data file - FASTQ format file. The compression process is first divided into two 
parallel tasks: data process task and data input task. Then, the data process task is further divided into two parts: Title data 
process part and other data process part. Three high parallelism models for the Title data processing are developed: multi-CPU 
model, CPU+GPU model and CPU+MIC model. All three models are tested, and the result shows that nearly 3x acceleration can 
be achieved. The maximum throughput observed among all tested cases is 144MB/S, and the average throughput is 120MB/S. 
Research finds that the acceleration ratio depends on the types of sequencing platforms. The program performs better on data 
from the ILLUMINA and SOLiD sequencing platforms. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of ITQM 2014. 
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1. Introduction 
From the classic first generation Sanger sequencing method to the second generation sequence, the gene 
sequencing technology has become low-cost and high-throughput. Therefore, it is more and more widely used in 
medical and biological fields. With the commencement of sequencing projects, the sequencing data growth year 
after year[1] and data in SRA surges from 10TB in 2010 to 1000TB in 2013[2]. The massive sequencing data put 
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enormous pressure on data storage and data exchange[3]. It has been a new research topic between computer experts 
and biologists of how to store, analysis and share those massive data with less storage space and lower cost. To 
achieve this goal, data compression technology becomes a key technology in high-throughput sequencing data 
storage. 
The compression ratio of general compression software is not as good as the special compression software since 
it does not take advantage of the characteristics of the gene sequencing files[4]. The special compression can be 
classified according to the objects and conditions of the gene sequencing files[5]. For different gene data, different 
compression algorithms can be used: sequence compression[6,7], quality compression[8] and sequencing data 
compression[4,9,10,11,12,13,14]. For different compression conditions, it can be classified as reference sequence-
dependent compression[13] and no reference sequence-dependent compression[9,10,11,12,14] . DSRC is a 
compression software specialized for FASTQ format. It is superior to some other special compression(BioHDF
˄zilb˅ǃBioHDF˄Blosc˅ǃG-SQZǃSeqDBǃKungFQ) for the better compression ratio[11]. DSRC is widely 
used, and can compress FASTQ format file obtained from four platforms. The only deficiency is that the speed of 
compression is not fast enough, as it is slower than SeqDB[14]. 
Some researchers use Pthread, MPI and other parallel methods to improve the speed of common compression 
tools like gzip and bzip2[15,16], and achieve a significant acceleration. SeqDB gets faster compression speed for the 
use of Pthread and OpenMP[14]. Researches also accelerate genomic data compression framework based on GPU, 
which method could choose the best combination of parallel compression algorithm according to characteristics of 
data[17]. Acceleration in DSRC has also been studied, they used Pthread and established multithreading to parallel 
instruction[18].  
In this paper we use multi-task parallel method to accelerate DSRC. Coprocessors MIC and GPU is introduced to 
further acceleration of the speed. To this end, we design a high parallelism statistical algorithm for the Title data. 
The multi-task parallel method can be used independently or be used with data parallel method[18] to improve the 
compression throughput. 
2. Methods 
2.1. Flow chart and hot spot function of DSRC 
In DSRC, a FASTQ file is divided into a sequence of super blocks, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The compression 
process is as follows: First, DSRC reads in a super block of data, then carries out the statistic process. After that, 
DSRC encodes according to the statistic results. At last, it checks whether the process has reached the end of the file. 
It ends the process if it is true. Otherwise, it returns to the input step, and continues.   
              
        (a)                                                                           (b) 
Fig. 1. (a) Definition of super blocks; (b) Flow chart of compression process 
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We select FASTQ files from three different sequencing platforms, and analysis the hotspot functions of DSRC 
with VTune. We find that the most time consuming function is Superblock::AnalyzeTitles(), which is the preparing 
step for encoding the Title data. Superblock::AnalyzeTitles() accounts about 40% of the total time when DSRC is 
compressing FASTQ files obtained from SOLiD and ILLUMINA sequencing platform, while it accounts a smaller 
proportion when it is compressing data obtained from LS454 sequencing platform. A typical result of hot spot 
functions of DSRC is shown in Table 1. 
 Table 1. Time consumption of DSRC functions, when compressing SRR578025 
Funtion Time˄s˅ proportion purpose 
Entire application 93.07 100% Compression 
Superblock::AnalyzeTitles() 40.767 43.80% Analyze Title data 
Block::Process() 11.207 12.04% Compress block 
Superblock::ComputeStatsQualityRLE() 9.459 10.16% Analyze quality 
FastqFile::Readsequence() 8.883 9.54% Data read 
 
We will parallel DSRC below according to the analysis results. 
2.2. Multi-task parallel algorithm 
Mainly, the original compression process is divided into two independent tasks: data input task and data 
processing task. Meanwhile, the statistic stage of the data processing task includes statistics of Title data and 
statistics of other data. Especially, we develop three models for the statistics of Title data, which are called CPU 
model, GPU model and MIC model respectively. Meanwhile, to bring the GPU and MIC into play, we design high 
parallelism algorithm for processing Title data. These three models are all tested. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Flow chart of multi-task parallel algorithm for DSRC 
Fig. 2. shows the flow chart of the multi-task parallel algorithm for DSRC. First, DSRC read in the first super 
block. Then two concurrent tasks are executed, one for reading data, while the other for processing data. Task 0 
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reads in the (i+1)-th super block, and then wait for task 1 to take this super block away. At last, checks whether the 
task has reached the end of file, it will ends the process if it is true, otherwise it will continue to read the next super 
block. Meanwhile, task 1 is responsible for statistics and encoding of the i-th super block, which includes the 
statistic of Title data and the statistic of other data. Then task 1 will encode and compress this super block based on 
the statistical results. After that it checks whether there is still data to be processed. The process exits after the work 
of task 0 and task 1 is completed. With this algorithm, the time for reading in data can be hidden. Meanwhile, the 
time for the statistics of Title data and the time for the statistic of other data overlap with each other. 
2.3. Parallel statistics of Title data 
We develop three models for Title data processing:  
1) CPU model: Multiple CPU threads are used for the statistics of Title data. 
2) MIC model: The statistics of Title data is offload to the MIC coprocessor. 
3) GPU model: The statistics of Title data is offload to the GPU coprocessor. 
Steps for the statistic of Title data: 
1) The pretreatment of Title data. Pretreatment includes two stages: coping Title data from dispersed storage 
space into a contiguous memory and aligning the data. The alignment stage is as follows: 
ķThe first Title line in the super block is split on the separators (blank space, underlining, period, comma, colon, 
slash, minus and ‘=’ character[10]). Those separators divide Tile line into multiple fields. Assume there exists some 
title lines as follows:  
SRR00x.1  FCVV0ASZM  length=42  
SRR00x.2  FC6WVV0AEUTT  length=213  
SRR00x.3  FV0AIMMC  length=121  
SRR00x.4  F60WVV0AHKQQ  length=9  
SRR00x.5  FC60WVV0AVYZ0  length=174  
The first Title line is divided into five fields: “SRR00x”, “1”, “FCVV0ASZM”, “length”, “42”, by separators: a 
period, a blank space, a blank space and an ‘=’ character. Other Title lines will be split by the same separators. 
ĸAlign the fields. Complement fields of the shorter length by “\0”, making all Title lines share the same length. 
The results are as follows (“*”means inserting a “\0”): 
SRR00x.1  FCVV0ASZM****  length=42*  
SRR00x.2  FC6WVV0AEUTT*  length=213  
SRR00x.3  FV0AIMMC*****  length=121  
SRR00x.4  F60WVV0AHKQQ*  length=9**  
SRR00x.5  FC60WVV0AVYZ0  length=174  
2) Count character frequency and judge which fields are numeric. After Title lines are aligned, the Title lines can 
also be considered to be comprised of columns. Character frequency of each column is counted. In the above 
example, in the first column, “S” appears five times, while the other letters are 0. Except for the character frequency, 
we also need to judge which fields are numeric. In this example, the second fields and fifth fields are numeric.  
3) Sum up the statistical results. Summarizing results in step 2 according to the need of DSRC. For example, the 
number of times “S” appears is equal to the number of records, so we can know that the first character is a constant. 
3. Results and analysis 
We test the three models: Multi-task + MIC model (M-DSRC), Multi-task + CPU implementation (C-DSRC) and 
Multi-task + GPU model (G-DSRC). M-DSRC needs CPU and MIC, C-DSRC needs only CPU. G-DSRC, needs 
CPU and GPU. The test beds are two servers. Both server are equipped with 2-socket 8-cores Intel(R) Xeon® E5-
26500 CPU, 128GB memory. One server, has a Tesla K20m GPU, 2496 cores, CUDA5.5 architecture. Another 
server has a 7110P MIC, 8G memory, 61 cores, MPSS3.1 parallel environment.  
The data sets (Table 2.) are obtained from the Sequence Read Archive (SRA), which can represent a broad 
sampling of recent applications of Next Generation sequencing (NGS). 
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Table 2. Test Data Sets 
IDs Library Strategy Scientific name Platform Reads length ID length size˄MB˅ 
SRR001689 WGS Mus musculus ILLUMINA 0-36 42-53 297 
SRR001677 WGS Mus musculus ILLUMINA 0-36 42-53 619 
SRR577908 ChIP-Seq Homo sapiens ILLUMINA 1-36 55-67 1791 
SRR577978 ChIP-Seq Homo sapiens ILLUMINA 23-50 55-65 3589 
SRR578025 ChIP-Seq Homo sapiens ILLUMINA 20-50 55-66 4402 
SRR027520_1 WGS Homo sapiens ILLUMINA 12-20 40-61 5055 
SRR036669 ChIP-Seq Homo sapiens ILLUMINA 0-76 39-54 12358 
SRR010338 WGS Homo sapiens SOLiD 35 72-79 613 
SRR007215_1 WGS Homo sapiens SOLiD 0-26 79-89 689 
SRR010637 WGS Homo sapiens SOLiD 35 72-81 1985 
SRR013330 WGS Arabidopsis thaliana SOLiD 0-40 26-38 4645 
SRR000063 WGS Homo sapiens LS454 4-845 41-47 103 
SRR001504_1 WGS Homo sapiens LS454 46-992 29-34 153 
SRR001471_1 WGS Homo sapiens LS454 0-1889 29-34 283 
SRR003177 WGS Homo sapiens LS454 41-4377 27-33 1754 
 
The compression throughput is defined by compression time divided by file size, By comparing the three parallel 
models and DSRC source program, we get compression throughput results as shown in Fig. 3. 
 
 
Fig. 3. compression throughput of DSRC under different conditions 
Fig. 3. shows that although M-DSRC has the maximum throughput of 144MB/s in compressing FASTQ file 
SRR27502_1, C-DSRC has the highest average compression throughput and G-DSRC has the lowest average 
compression throughput among three models.  
For different platforms the results are different. The average compression throughput of the three parallel models 
for different platforms are shown in Table 3. We can see that for DSRC program, the higest number is from LS454 
platform, and the lowest from SOLiD. After parallel acceleration, ILLUMINA platform get the highest average 
compression throughput, and LS45 is the lowest. 
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Table 3. The average compression throughput from different platforms(MB/s) 
Sequencing platform DSRC M-DSRC C-DSRC G-DSRC 
ILLUMINA 47.77 115.85 120.2 94.48 
SOLiD 42.55 91.68 91.94 82.67 
LS454 66.08 65.94 87.73 53.42 
 
The speedup is defined as computing time of pure DSRC divided by the computing time parallel DSRC models. 
Fig. 4. shows the results, from which one can see that 3x speedup can be achieved when SRR036669  
 
 
Fig.4. Speedup and the computing time of Superblock::AnalyzeTitles() function 
FASTQ file was compressed by M-DSRC. Most tests have 1.5x speedup. The maximum speedup is obtained by M-
DSRC, but on the whole C-DSRC has the best accelerate effect that the average speedup is 2.12 higher than 
M_DSRC and the average compression throughput is highest at the same time. While the G-DSRC gets the lowest 
speedup among these parallel models.  
Acceleration effect is not the same for different sequencing platforms. Data from ILLUMINA platform has the 
highest speedup and compression throughput, SOLiD follows, and LS45 is lowest. For LS454 platform, M-DSRC 
and G-DSRC are slower than source program DSRC when they process SRR000063, SRR001504_1, SRR001474_1 
while C-DSRC still has acceleration effect. There are two reasons. The first reason is that Title data occupies 
relatively smaller proportion of FASTQ file in LS454 sequencing platform compared with FASTQ files in other 
sequencing platform. Thus, the parallel computing of Title data on the coprocessor has less acceleration effect. The 
second reason is that the overhead of starting the coprocessor becomes relatively large when these data is small. 
The computing time of Superblock::AnalyzeTitles() function for compressing the fifteen data sets are shown in 
Fig. 4. One can see that it has the same trend as the speedup of the three parallel models. It suggested that 
Superblock::AnalyzeTitles() function has great impact on the parallel acceleration. The longer the computing time 
of Superblock::AnalyzeTitles() function , the parallel models achieve the higher speedup. It also reflects the 
necessity of parallel omptimizing Superblock::AnalyzeTitles() function.  
4. Conclusions 
In this study, we apply multi-task parallel approach to accelerate the DSRC compression software, which is 
widely used in compression of gene sequencing files. 3x acceleration can be achieved in some cases and the good 
compression ratio of DSRC is reserved. This study makes full use of the existing computer resources by separating 
reading and computing into two tasks, and parallelizing the hotspot function among multi-CPU and coprocessors. 
The Multi-task parallel approach performs outstanding when compress data drive from ILLUMINA and SOLiD 
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platforms. Multi-task parallel approach performs outstanding when compress data drive from ILLUMINA and 
SOLiD platforms. The acceleration methods do not work well for LS454 sequencing data since its Title data 
occupies relatively small proportion of the sequencing data. But we know that in SRA LS454 accounts for only 5% 
of the submitted base pairs[19]. 
Moreover, the multi-task parallel approach can be combined with data parallel approach to achieve better 
acceleration speed especially in coprocessors. Since we only put the statistical process of Title data on the 
coprocessor, the coprocessor is idle in most of the computing time. When combined with data parallelism, there will 
be many data blocks that can be computed by the coprocessor. This will improve the utilization rate of the 
coprocessor and speed up the computing time. 
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